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Archive of Dionysios, son of Kephalas

Place
Date

Language
Material

Number of texts
Type

Collections

Find/Acquisition

Tenis – Akoris, Hermopolite nome
141-103 BC
Greek and Demotic
Papyrus
40 certain, 3 uncertain
Private bussiness archive
Sorbonne University, Paris; Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, München; Hermitage Museum, St.-
Petersburg
Acquired by Th. Reinach during the winter of 1901-1902 in Egypt

Bibliography E. BOSWINKEL – P.W. PESTMAN, Les archives privées de Dionysios, fils de Kephalas,
Leiden 1982 [= P.L.Bat. XXII; numbers in bold refer to the text numbers of this
edition].

PESTMAN 1989 = P.W. PESTMAN, Dionysios: een geslepen zakenman of een arme drommel?
Een archief met een raadsel, in P.W. Pestman et alii, Familie-archieven uit het land
van Pharao, Zutphen 1989, pp.71-74.

Description The archive of Dionysios, son of Kephalas, consists of 40 texts, acquired in Egypt by Th.
Reinach during the winter of 1901-1902, with the exception of 17, which had already found
its way to Paris independently. Fragments of 21 and 23 ended up in St.-Petersburg (see
P.Ross.-Georg. II 6-7), but certainly come from the same find. Three papyri out of Reinach’s
acquisition were edited together with Dionysios’ papers, even though they do not present a
link with the archive other than that they stem from the same purchase (37 and the two
appendices A and B).

Dionysios lived in Akoris, a village in Middle Egypt, in the late second century BC. Except
for some petitions (9-12), all texts in the achive are business-related, including demotic
contracts written by the temple notaries (1-8), six-witness contracts written at the registry
office (13-22), agoranomic contracts (23-31) and cheirographa (32-35; 38-41). In most texts
Dionysios is involved in the contract as either debtor or creditor. When he was debtor, he
must have received the contract from the creditor after the conditions stipulated in the
contract were met and the debt was paid off. In 4 an archival note is preserved by Dionysios
son of Asklepiades, the creditor, which proves that he had kept the text in his archive before
it was eventually returned to Dionysios son of Kephalas. At the end of 5 a note by the
guardian of the contract explicitly states that it is “to be given to Plenis (= Dionysios)”.

Apart from the uncertain texts already mentioned above, there are three more texts that do
not completely fit in with the archive. Two of them, 9 and 36, are on the same papyrus. The
recto, 9, is a petition (e[nteuxi") by Kephalas, Dionysios’ father, to the king concerning a
dispute about the payment for 300 choes of wine which he had bought. On the verso is nr.
36, an inventory of bronze and silver temple objects. Both texts seem somehow out of place
in the archive, since they are dated in 140 BC (nr. 9) and BC 139 (nr. 36), fifteen years
before the bulk of the archive, which ranges from 116 to 104 BC (see fig. 1, below). The
petition by  his father seems to have nothing of interest to Dionysios, but perhaps the text on
the verso was the reason why he kept it: we know that Dionysios was a priest, responsible
for feeding the sacred ibises of the local god Pa-asha (Pa-ª⁄s3); perhaps the inventory listed
objects belonging to a shrine dedicated to this god (see 5).

The other text is 10, a declaration of theft by Dionysios’ brother Paesis. During the harvest
season, agricultural equipment as well as clothes were stolen from a barn on land owned by
Paesis. A number of people spent the night in the barn, among them Dionysios, and possibly
he received a copy of the declaration because, as a victim, he was one of  those concerned.
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Paesis. A number of people spent the night in the barn, among them Dionysios, and possibly
he received a copy of the declaration because, as a victim, he was one of  those concerned.

From 116 to 104 BC, we can monitor Dionysios’ activities almost on a year-to-year basis.
The Greek documents (six-witness contracts, agoranomic contracts and cheirographa) all
concern loans of wheat, amounting to a total of at least 1757,5 artabas in 13 years:1

Year: 116/115 113/112 112/111 111/110 110/109 109/108 108/107 107/106 106/105 104
Artabas: 150 142 106,5 290 320 165 275 100 108 81
Texts: 26 27 13-22 28-29 14-15-16 2-11-12 17-23 18 19-20-24 25

These amounts should be taken as minimum amounts, since probably only part of Dionysios'
loans is preserved. As the average yearly consumption of wheat for an adult is usually set to
10 artabas, with 150 to 300 artabas, Dionysios could provide food for about 15 to 30 people
for a whole year. The annual consumption of an average household, including wife, mother,
children and one or more servants could have been no more than 100 artabas. So why did
Dionysios borrow so much and so often?

Apparently Dionysios was not a poor farmer, who needed to borrow wheat over and over
again to keep himself and his family from starving. The creditors considered him a
trustworthy man, who could pay off these considerable debts, otherwise they would not have
agreed to loan to him. A closer look at the demotic contracts confirms that Dionysios was
fairly well-off : he owned a garden (5) and some land (1), which he leased out at a rate of
100 artabas. He also bought some cows (6-7). He was a priest of the local god Pa-asha,
responsible for feeding the sacred ibises (5), which also provided him with a regular income.

In 1963, F. Oates2 dealt with this problem by stating that only the ‘debit half’ of Dionysios’
archive is preserved. Since he was able to pay off his substantial loans, Dionysios must have
had a considerable source of income and, besides borrowing, he must have been equally
active in lending or selling. Documents pertaining to these activities were most likely kept in
a separate place and therefore have not come down to us (Oates 1963, pp.89-90).

Montevecchi3 tried to explain the texts not as loans of wheat, but instead as loans of money.
From this point of view, 21 and 22 are interesting: at the bottom of both contracts, Dionysios
wrote ajpevcw th;n timh;n tw'n ... ajrtabw'n. This indicates indeed that he did not actually
receive wheat, as is written in the contract itself, but rather the money value of this wheat.
Therefore, thus Montevecchi, these contracts were loans of money with payments in wheat.
Dionysios does not need more wheat, since he has land of his own, but he needs money, for
which he pays in wheat. This, however, still leaves the original question unanswered: what
did Dionysios need all this money for? Which expenses could he have had that require so
much cash?

N. Lewis4 suggests that Dionysios was a shrewd business man who used the loans as some
kind of investment. Poor farmers in and around Akoris saw themselves forced to borrow
wheat towards the end of the agricultural year to make ends meet. Dionysios, on the other
hand, invariably borrowed wheat just after the harvesting season, when grain was cheap.
When prices raised again, Dionysios could lend the wheat he had borrowed earlier in the
year at a much higher rate to farmers who were running out of grain. This way, he could
borrow wheat, pay off his debt with the additional interest of 50 % and still make money out
of these transactions (Lewis 1983, p.58). Pestman does not believe transactions of this
complicated nature existed in Ptolemaic Egypt. In his view, Dionysios did borrow wheat, as
stated in the contracts, not money. This wheat, Pestman is convinced, was meant for himself,
and as a priest in charge of feeding the sacred ibises. For a definitive conclusion, however,
we need some new information on the nature of and reasons for Dionysios’ loans (Pestman
1989, p.72).

                                                  
1 The table is based on P.L.Bat. XXII, pp.9-15.
2 J.F. OATES, The Status Designation: Pevrsh", th'" ejpigonh'", in Yale Classical Studies 18 (1963), pp.1-130.
3 O. MONTEVECCHI, in Aegyptus 65 (1985), pp.226-227 [recension of P.L.Bat. XXII].
4 N. LEWIS, Notationes Legentis, in BASP 20 (1983), p.58.
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year at a much higher rate to farmers who were running out of grain. This way, he could
borrow wheat, pay off his debt with the additional interest of 50 % and still make money out
of these transactions (Lewis 1983, p.58). Pestman does not believe transactions of this
complicated nature existed in Ptolemaic Egypt. In his view, Dionysios did borrow wheat, as
stated in the contracts, not money. This wheat, Pestman is convinced, was meant for himself,
and as a priest in charge of feeding the sacred ibises. For a definitive conclusion, however,
we need some new information on the nature of and reasons for Dionysios’ loans (Pestman
1989, p.72).

In Demotic texts, Dionysios appears as either Plenis (P3-ljn) or Pa-ª⁄s3, but in the Greek
texts he is mostly called Dionysios. Exceptions are 7, a Demotic text where he is addressed
with his Greek name, perhaps  because of his recent enrollment in the (Greek) army. In 10,
his brother calls him Plenis in Greek. Apparently his family called him Plenis.  His mother
and wife also use both Greek and Egyptian names. His professional activities fit this ‘double
identity’: Dionysios was a priest of Pa-ª⁄s3, a local Egyptian god, whose task involved
feeding the sacred ibises, a farmer of royal land (basiliko;" gewrgov", see 11 and 12), but at
the same time, from 106 BC onwards, he was also enrolled in the Greek army of the
Ptolemies.

Appendices Fig. 1: Chronological range of papyri in the archive of Dionysios.
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